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In the digestive tract, there are commensal bacteria which are bene�cial to the host, but also
pathogenic bacteria that can invade. How does the host control its microbiota? One of the tools
for the host is its immune system. The main e�ector of the adaptive immune response in the gut is a
type of antibodies, secreted Immunoglobulin A (sIgA). This molecule bind very speci�cally a target, for
instance a pattern on the surface of a bacterial strain, but once bound to bacteria, sIgA do not kill nor
prevent bacteria from replicating, but can bind them together [1, 2]. This system can also be seen as
a physico-chemical system, with a complex hydrodynamic �ow, and spatially varying concentration of
reactive molecules and their targets.

Figure 1: A. Schematic representation of an sIgA. B. Experimental microscopy images of bacterial clusters

mediated by sIgA. C. Simpli�ed 1-dimneisonal model for the digestive tract.

There are many open questions about sIgA, but they are hard to tackle quantitatively, because
there is so far no spatial model of sIgA concentration along the digestive tract, taking into account how
antibodies are transported from one part of the digestive tract to the next. Such a model must also take
into account which proportion of antibodies are free and which proportion of antibodies are attached to
their target, in particular when antibodies'target are bacteria, which concentration varies widely along
the digestive tract. Our hypothesis is that the physical description of this system, a system with a
�ow and complex mixing, inhomogeneous antibody production, and reaction with targets, will enable to
understand the pro�le of antibody concentration, and how they interact with bacteria.

The aim is to start building a �rst spatial model, representing the complex gut transport unidimen-
sionally, with a mean velocity and an e�ective di�usion, representing mixing, using a combination of
numerical calculations and analytical approximations.
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